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The LSAT doesn't come with explanations. Even when you know the answer it's hard to figure out

why you were wrong. Sometimes you still aren't sure about questions you got right. "10 Actual,

Official LSAT PrepTests Volume V: PrepTests 62 through 71" has 10 official LSAT preptests. This

book gives you the explanations that should have come with those tests. This is volume II, and

covers LSAT preptests 67-71. Graeme Blake, an expert LSAT tutor, walks you through every

question and every answer choice. You'll learn the best way to approach hard questions.  This book

helps you read the minds of the test-writers, and see why each answer is right or wrong. You'll also

find step by step diagrams for every Logic Game, and you'll see the conclusion and reasoning of

every argument in the Logical Reasoning Section. Author's Note: You'll need your own copy of

LSAT Preptests 62-71 to use these explanations. I could have included the LSAT Questions, but

you would have paid $70 more to make up the difference in print + licensing costs. You can buy

those tests separately for $25, and I wanted to make these explanations as affordable as possible.

Enjoy! - Graeme
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good resource

His explanations are in depth and wonderful. Had to use other materials on a few questions but



percentage of helpful feedback on questions is leagues above the rest.

These books are pure-LSAT-gold, 24K! Graeme (the author) seems like he could easily be a writer

for the LSAT. I highly recommend these explanations. I have bought ten of his books already and

am awaiting new releases :)

Love it

Paid Full price. I am skeptical of any review where that isn't the case.Pros:Fantastic tool for not just

improving your score, but also improving your understanding of the LSAT.By seeing how Graeme

thinks as he does each problem is...priceless. These books (I've bought them all and reviewed

most) help you take your score to the next level. And by that I mean:From hoping to get accepted to

expecting financial aid packages. Want to be more competitive for your 'reach' schools? Then reach

for these books. They will help you beat the LSAT.Cons:Beating the LSAT isn't necessarily a

Pro.May improve your score enough to where you think you 'have to' go to law school. Law School

sucks. Being a lawyer sucks. The people in general are unhappy. And it only gets worse after you

graduate. The happy lawyer is an exception, not the rule.

I've been studying for the LSAT for almost 3 months now and I've used many different forms of test

prep such as PowerScore, Manhattan, and even LSAC's own materials. Although those materials

can help you build a great foundation, they often lack in answering specific problems in previous

LSATs (especially the most recent ones). I often found myself understanding why certain answers

were correct but not understanding why the others were incorrect. These explanations by Graeme

help fill the void by offering concise yet helpful reasoning for why answers are right or wrong.For

example, choice A,C, and D on a question might all be clearly incorrect but I would get stuck on B

and E. After reading Graeme's explanation along with the question, I would realize that one of them

is wrong because of something in the text or because I missed the difference between 'most' and

'some.' Sometimes questions just go over your head and being able to have a reasoning behind

every answer makes you feel less helpless when they do. Having a resource like this really helps

you further your understanding and make changes for future problems. I wouldn't hesitate

recommending these to anyone who is looking for that extra push in their LSAT

preparation.Pros:Concise and clear to understand explanationsFormatting is sharp and not

overdoneGreat value- 300+ pages of explanations for around 20 bucks. You might spend hundreds



of tutoring lessons just to get the same answers you find in this book.Cons:Not much, but I would

recommend using this along with other test prep materials.

After taking a prep course for the June 2013 LSAT, I decided to self-prep for the test in September.

Overall, I found this guide to be far more helpful and efficient in helping me to understand every

question I got wrong. Graeme does a fantastic job of carefully explaining why each answer choice is

either wrong or right. His conversational tone is approachable and creates a familiarity with the logic

behind the questions that helps to increase understanding. The format of describing the question

and then each answer choice is simple and clean. 10/10 would recommend.

Clear, concise, and necessary for anyone serious about the LSAT.
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